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Abstract. This paper presents an attempt to point out some problematic issues
about the understanding of context. Although frequently used in cognitive
sciences or other disciplines, context stays a very ill-defined concept. Our goal
is to identify the main components of the context on the basis of the analysis of
a corpus of 150 definitions coming mainly from the web in different domains of
cognitive sciences and close disciplines. We analyzed this corpus of definitions
through two methods, namely LSA [1], [2] and STONE [3], [4], and we
conclude that finally the content of all the definitions can be analyzed in terms
of few parameters like constraint, influence, behavior, nature, structure and
system.
Keywords: Context, Definition, Contextual elements.

1 Introduction
Etymologically, context of a given utterance (= co-text) is composed by the part of
text before [5] and after the utterance (cf. textual linguistics). The meaning of the term
knew an evolution towards a larger acceptation and now the meaning generally
accepted is that context is the set of circumstances that frames an event or an object.
This concept is increasingly used in a large number of disciplines like psychology,
especially since the emergence of situated cognition theories [6], those theories
considering cognition in its natural context [7].
However, it is difficult to find a relevant definition satisfying in any discipline. Is
context a frame for a given object? Is it the set of elements that have any influence on
the object? Is it possible to define context a priori or just state the effects a posteriori?
Is it something static or dynamic? Some approaches emerge now in Artificial
Intelligence (e.g. see [8]). In Psychology, we generally study a person doing a task in
a given situation. Which context is relevant for our study? The context of the person?
The context of the task? The context of the interaction? The context of the situation?
When does a context begin and where does it stop? What are the real relationships
between context and cognition?
A. Dey et al. (Eds.): CONTEXT 2005, LNAI 3554, pp. 29 – 40, 2005.
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Hereafter, the paper is organized in the following manner. Section 2 shows the key
role plays by context in psychology. Section 3 presents the importance to elaborate a
robust of context for an effective use of this concept. Section 4 introduces briefly the
two techniques of semantic analysis (the Latent Semantic Analysis [1], [2] and
STONE [3], [4]) that have been applied to a corpus of definitions of context for
identifying more clearly the concept of context. Finally, Section 5, proposes a first
model taking into account every component of the context and presents an efficient
definition for addressing psychological problems.

2 Context, a Fundamental Notion in Psychology
There are a number of concepts in Psychology that are considered to be close to
context, such as the notions of situation and field (e.g. in the Witkin theory on
cognitive styles [9]), the notion of milieu (e.g. in animal psychology), the notion of
distractor (e.g. in perception psychology), background (e.g. in the gestalt theory). All
these notions are considered as parts of the immediate context of a stimulus.
References on context exist in all the different branches of psychology. This is
certainly the most used concept [10]. In general psychology, context is often used in
the sense of "set of situational elements in which the object (i.e. stimulus considered
above) being processed is included" [5]. Context has multiple effects of interest in
Psychology: studies on memorization and lexical access processes point out some
priming phenomenon (the primer belongs to the context and is a stimulus that affects
previously the processing of the current one; for example, categorization [11] and
attentional capacities [12] are affected by context.
Bastien [13] distinguishes two opposite views about the role of context in human
cognition. The first view considers cognition as a set of general processes that
modulate the instantiation of general pieces of knowledge by facilitation or inhibition.
In the second view (in the area of situated cognition [6], [14], context has a more
central role as a component of cognition by determining the conditions of knowledge
activation as well as the limit of knowledge validity. These two opposite views
underline that context may have an internal nature or an external one. On the one
hand, context is an external object relative to a given object, when, on the other hand,
context belongs to an individual and is an integral part of the representation that this
individual is building of the situation where he is involved. According to this second
viewpoint, “context cannot be separated from the knowledge it organizes, the
triggering role context plays and the field of validity it defines” [13].
Those two opposite views could be reconciled in a prototype model [15]. Those
seem to be two points of attraction “around which the various notions of context
seem to converge: (1) a local point which is related to the structural environment. It
is activated and constructed in the ongoing interaction as it becomes relevant [16],
and is eventually shared by interactants; and (2) a global point, which refers to the
given external components of the context. It includes knowledge and beliefs, and
the general experience resulting from the interplay of culture and social
community” [17].
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Thus, context has an explanatory power in Psychology. The question then is to
identify the main dimensions of context. We address this question in the next section.

3 Need of a Consensual Definition
Previous sections show that context is almost a buzzword in psychology, as in a
number of other ones, such as computer science or linguistic. However, like some
words as “concept” or “system”, the word “context” either is not defined or it is
possible to find as many definitions (in an ad hoc manner) as authors. A reason is that
this word is used supposing that every body knows its meaning, otherwise the author
wants to delineate the particular meaning he gives at this word. This epistemological
problem [18], [19] will be not discussed in this paper. Moreover, one notes an
increasingly use of this word on the Web: 5% in 1997 and 15% in 2004 of Web pages
used this word, clearly not always in a useful sense (e.g. “In the context of this
situation, we think that…”) but more frequently now. When the word “context” is
used in a meaningful sense, there is no real consensual definition, mainly because
definitions of context are too much dependent of their own contexts (e.g. the
discipline in which the definition is taken but also on both the kind and the goal of a
given text). However, we think that few parameters may leads to an objective view
(decontextualized view) of the definitions of context.
3.1 The Corpus of Definition
Brézillon [8], [18], [19] and Brun [20] collected a set of definitions of context, mainly
on the Web. Initially the goal was to develop an effective model of context to be used
in a knowledge-based system. After a while it appeared that it was not possible to
develop in isolation a model of context because context, knowledge and reasoning
[21] are strongly intertwined. Thus, the idea was to design and develop rather a
software based on a context-based formalism of representation of knowledge and
reasoning, formalism called Contextual Graphs [21]. For Brézillon [18], the lack of an
operational definition explains several failures noted in knowledge based system use
because (1) users and their contexts are not taken into account, (2) out of its context of
validity, there is an incorrect use of the knowledge, (3) with the infinite number of
contexts, it is not possible to endow prior its use a system with all the needed
knowledge, and (4) computer systems have not the means to identify the context in
which a user’s request must be interpreted.
We now have a database of more than 150 definitions of context pick up on the
Web from various disciplines such as computer science, philosophy, economy,
business, HCI, etc. Each definition is entered in the database according to a frame
containing:
-

the definition
the object about which context is defined
the domain from which the definition has been found
the reference (URL or bibliographical reference)
eventual comments or complements to the definition.
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For example:
Definition 2:
Context is what constrains a step of a problem solving without
intervening in its explicitly
Item:
A step of a problem solving
Domain:
Artificial Intelligence, Decision Support System
Source:
Brézillon P. (1999) Context in problem solving: A survey. The
Knowledge Engineering Review, 14(1): 1-34.
Comments:
The goal of this collection of definitions relies on the extraction of consensual,
necessary or dependent features related to a given domain of knowledge. For instance,
the definition “context is what constrains a problem solving without intervening in it
explicitly” above is similar to the definition “All that may influence a given process
whom first causes are known” [22]. By abstracting key elements of the definitions we
thought to develop a resulting definition able to cover a large class of definitions.
Among the different methods available, we chose to extract main components of the
definitions with the software called STONE [3], [4]. In our approach we have taken
only half of the corpus of definitions (indeed, 66 definitions) in order to use the
second half for validation of our model (Selection of definitions has been made by
classical statistical means).
However, most of the definitions in our initial corpus mostly belongs to cognitive
sciences. The most represented areas in the database are: artificial intelligence (39),
documentation (27), cognitive ergonomics (9), cognitive psychology (6), business (4),
philosophy (2), linguistic (4) and one in education sciences, another in medicine and
the last one in neuroscience (some definitions are multidisciplinary).
The definitions are collected in order to avoid redundancy in order to have, as
much as possible, each definition original and unique. We have been obliged to put
apart definitions coming from some highly specialized domains, such as logic or
programming, because such definitions resulted in too much abstract, formal or
specific definitions. The corpus presents nevertheless a sufficient variety: "Context is
what constrained a problem solving without intervening in it explicitly" [18];
"Something that growths and change as a function of the time , user's requests and the
growth intelligence of the system" [23]; “An ordered set of modules which can
change during the process of proving a formula” [24], etc. This variety arises from the
fact that there is no absolute context, context being relative to something. As a
consequence, context must be studied according to its use.
3.2 The Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA, in free access at http://lsa.colorado.edu) is a theory (a
memory model) and a method (a mathematical model) used for extracting and
representing the meaning of words in their context of use by applying statistical
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computations to very large corpus of texts [1], [2]. The representation of the meaning
of a word or a sentence in LSA is given by a vector in a multi-dimensional space, as
an average of the meanings of all the paragraphs where the word occurs (this point is
detailed in [25]). The distance between two vectors coding two words or paragraphs
represents a semantic distance between two terms. By choosing this method, we
hypothesize that clusters of definitions semantically close could emerge.
The application of LSA to our corpus gives a correlation matrix that represents the
semantic proximity between each paragraph (a definition in our corpus). The lower
correlation was 0.27 for two definitions corresponding to "a set of constraints" and "a
shared ontology which constitutes a shared vocabulary.” The higher correlation was
0.93 for definitions including "what constrains each step of a problem solving without
intervening in its explicitly.” and “The set of the properties that are associated to an
entity according to the environment in which is the entity.” The two later definitions
were the closest according to the LSA model. The correlation matrix being too large
to treat manually, we apply then a cluster analysis.

Fig. 1. Cluster analysis of 66 definitions of context applied to the correlation matrix

However, the cluster analysis does not provide relevant results for pointing out
some particular clusters. The method allows to identify successive fitting and the
marginality of some definitions as shown in Figure 1. First, it is possible to isolate
two definitions, namely:
Definition 40: “Context is any identifiable configuration of environmental,
mission-related, and agent-related features that has predictive power for
behaviour.” and
Definition 49: "A shared goal between instructor and students."
Marginality could appear from a too large specificity. Indeed, the two definitions are
in-depth and are domain-dependent with respect to the knowledge. There is a problem
of granularity and this opens the question of the management of different levels of
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generality in the corpus. Some definitions are at a high level of generality and could
be applied directly across disciplines, when other definitions are specific of a given
situation in a given domain, generally given as ad hoc definitions.
Therefore, it is possible to explain some groups of definitions in Figure 1. A first
group concerns definitions around the idea of a psychological process of
representation building. For Bastien [5], one of the main role of context is to remove
ambiguity or to interpret situation. A second group meets together definitions about
the spatial dimension of context. This is generally in this acceptance of the term that
the popular speech uses the term of context: the context of an object is the set of
physical elements in which the object is embedded. A third group gathers some
definitions taken from linguistic. The other groups are difficult to identify.
The lack of clear result by the LSA approach leads us to try a second approach
called STONE [3], [4]. It is a tool for the analysis by a binary questionnaire, i.e. the
answering modalities must fit presence or lack of selected features. This method
allows the representation of inter-modality associations by a set of implication
relations, such as either a tree (with respect to the answering modality) or a Galois
lattice (with respect to the set of answers given by one person. In such a
representation, nodes represent object categories and edges represent relations of
semantic inclusion [4], [3], [26].
A first step of our work was to extract manually concepts identified explicitly in
the definitions with their logical implications. Then, according to the occurrence of
the concepts found, STONE provides a tree giving the fit of the concepts as presented
in Figure 2 for the component “Behavior” in the definitions of context, with the
number of definitions concerned by this component.

Fig. 2. An example of the context component “behavior”

The analysis of our corpus by STONE provides the following results. Six main
components are identified--constraint, influence, behavior, nature, structure and
system—and are then refined (for 4 of them) into more specific parts. The object
concerned by a context can be an action or a cognitive activity. Its nature is external,
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internal (see details in [13]) or conditional. Context can be either a process (and thus
dynamic) or an information (a concept, a data, a document, an entity, a piece of
knowledge, a proposition, a set of propriety or a stimulus). Finally, context can have a
structure of set or frame such as a network or an ontology, whose constituting
elements share some relations or not.
More than half of the 66 definitions (37 definitions) concern the context of a
behavior, the behavior being an action (applied to an application software, a language
act or a request), or a cognitive activity (decision, problem solving, or representation
construction). Such contexts are not external and objective physical contexts of an
object because they intervene for the understanding, the goal determination, the
intention, the construction of an interpretation, a meaning or a stereotype and for the
memorization.
From these trees, STONE builds the Galois lattice for representing the implication
relations shared by the definitions. For example, see Figure 3 the lattice
corresponding to the context component “behavior”.

Fig. 3. Example of lattice: the context component “behavior”
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In such an analysis, the identified groups are characterized by the fact that some
definitions share concepts in a more or less direct way. Thus, seven definitions of our
corpus of 66 definitions mention the notion of meaning as a sort of representation, a
sort of cognitive activity, or a sort of behavior. Nodes without neither label nor
definition represent categories without any example. Such nodes are generally
intermediate and with more than one super-ordinate node. Moreover, the lattice
defines relations as implication relations between definitions: nodes representing
categories (action, cognitive activity, decision, for instance) and edges representing
relations of semantic inclusion. Consequently, the following two definitions:
Definition 34: “Context is any information that characterizes a situation related to
the interaction between humans, applications and the surrounding environment”,
and
Definition 36: “Context is any information that can be used to characterize the
situation of an entity, where the entity is a person, place, or object that is
considered relevant to the interaction between a user and its application, including
the user and the application themselves..”
belong to the same category and their subordinate categories are the categories
“application” and “interaction, dialogue, talk”, themselves, subordinates to “action.”
which is a kind of behavior. Some categories make obviously a choice between the
two main sub-categories (the observed behavior is either an action or a cognitive
activity), whereas other definitions, such as the definition:
Definition 46: “Context is the interrelated conditions in which something exists or
occurs, and the parts of a discourse or treatise that precede and follow a special
passage and may fix its true meaning”
takes the two alternatives into account. Nevertheless, it happens that the lattice
become very complex if a definition mentions a great deal of proprieties. For
example, the definition:
Definition 8: “Context is any information that can be used to characterize and
interpret the situation in which a user interacts with an application at a certain
time.”
may be too explicit because it mentions the ideas of application software, interaction,
cognitive activity, problem solving, interpretation and representation. Such an
accuracy in the definition make the lattice complex. Conversely, excluding such
definitions could show only the significant relations, notably relations that concern
more than one definition. There is a compromise to find here.
The two analysis used (LSA and STONE) reveal the diversity (almost a
heterogeneity) showed by the collected definitions. Indeed, the mixing up of the
lattices and the progressive exclusion of definitions in the cluster analysis illustrates
this situation.
Note that the grouping in clusters of linguistic definitions confirms that a definition
of context can be very dependent on the discipline it belongs to (see the grouping in
clusters of the linguistic definitions).
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4 A Working Model for Context
Our conclusions of the corpus study lead us to build a model of context representing
the components of a situation (where the context is taken into account) and the
different relations between those components, with the hypothesis that the reason why
definitions diverge is that they don’t put their focus of attention on the same topics.
Then, the topic on which definitions put the focus on may allow discriminating
definitions. A situation could be defined by a user, an item in a particular
environment, and eventually an observer (according to certain definitions). Context
interferes with each of these elements as illustrated in Figure 3. Some definitions
focus on certain relations, when others concern other relations.
We separate context and environment because we consider that the physical
environment is not totally relevant in a task running and we propose that context
represents all that it is significant at a given moment but can belong to any of the
terms of our model, depending to the task goal.

Fig. 4. Our proposal for a model of context

For example, consider the two following definitions.
Definition 2: “Context is what constrains each step of a problem solving without
intervening in its explicitly.”
The focus is here on the item (a step of a problem solving) and the goal is to solve the
problem at this step. In Figure 4, the definition takes into account the context of the
item (Ci), the user and the environment (the other steps of the problem solving),
eventually the relations R6 and R8. The other topics are not considered. The
definition:
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Definition 57: “Context has two dimensions: (1) Ecology: aspects of the school
that are not living, but nevertheless affect its inhabitants (resources available,
policies and rules, and size of the school); and (2) Culture to capture the informal
side of schools.”
focuses on life in a school (the item in Figure 4). The goal is here to integrate a school
in the neighborhood of a city. Here, the important topics are the user, the contexts of
the item and of the environment and the relations R5, R6, R2, R4, R7, R8 and R9.
We hope that this model will allow us to build groups regarding to the topics they
focus on. Then, in order to work on a definition of context, we would concentrate our
work first on the definitions that focus on context itself. We hypothesize also that the
differences between domains could be explain in those terms: by the topics they
single out.
Another study, lead concurrently concerned the necessary components of a
situation in order to be easily understood and agreed with [27], allows us to consider
that context can be specified for a given situation by the answering of the following
questions : Who? What? Where? When? Why? and How? “Who” indicates the
subject, the agent of the action. “What” represents the object, the patient that sustains
the action. “Where” and “When” give information about the spatio-temporal location
of the considered action. “Why” gives the intentions, the goal (and eventually the
emotions) of the subject. At last, “How” makes explicit the procedure needed to
realize the action. Our study mentioned above showed that the optimal order of
presentation is Action-Object-Agent-Location, which gives a primordial role to action
that confirms the necessity to consider the goal as a part of context.

5 Conclusion
Our analysis of definitions of context collected on the Web shows that context could
be analyzed through six essential components. The context acts like a set of
constraints that influence the behavior of a system (a user or a computer) embedded in
a given task. We discuss the nature and structure of context in the definitions. There is
no consensus about the following questions: Is context external or internal? Is context
a set of information or processes? Is context static or dynamic? Is context a simple set
of phenomenon or an organized network? Indeed, the two analysis used in this study
(LSA and STONE) point out the fundamental role played by the context in the
process of representation construction. Finally we can say that context occurs like
what is lacking in a given object for a user to construct a correct representation. We
state that a definition of context depends on the field of knowledge that it belongs to.
Concurrently to these two analysis, an other one, more qualitative (by hand), leads
us to extract some determining factors in a definition of context: the entity concerned
by the context, its focus of attention, its activity, its situation, its environment and
eventually, an observer.
Now, we plan to validate our results on the whole corpus of 150 definitions.
However, this study offers a contribution on the cohesiveness of the different
approaches met in the literature (e.g. for modeling reasoning, ubiquitous computing
and in context-aware applications). In this sense, we think to have bring a new insight.
A possible extension of this work would be to take into account the dynamic
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dimension of context through the definitions of context because we are convinced that
if context is often considered in a passive way, context has a real active nature (its
dynamical properties are not systematically shown). We hope that this work can be
useful as a beginning for the community to discuss the meaning of the term.
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